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Alpine Guidebook Notes
Compiled by Lindsay Griffin

Lindsay Griffin would welcome further information and route descriptions for
publication in these pages at clo I Lockerley Close, Newenham Road, Lymington,
Hampshire.

Mont Blanc
With the continuing trend towards hard free rockclimbing in the Alps, most of
the interest this summer centred on early repeats of the more recent routes, with
'Williamine Dada' on the W face of the Blaitiere and '0 Solo Mio' on the S spur
of the Grand Capucin achieving instant popularity. The routes are very modern in
concept, in the sense that there is little gear in place except at stances, and the
climbs follow the holds rather than natural lines. The quality of climbing is
superb and certainly harder than previous 'Free' routes, eg American Direct, S
face of the Fou, etc. Chalk bags, tracksuits and PA's seem the order of the day. An
excellent set of topos for the Grand Capucin routes appears in Mountain 98.
Aiguille de Blaitiere, SE Ridge Dave Wilkinson comments that this fine and
classic route is still rather spoilt by the fixed ropes adorning the three main pitches
of V. These are of old and rotting hemp but being of 8cm diameter are liable to
remain for some time. Their condition dictates a certain caution in usage yet they
do get in the way and removal would seem in line with the current trend towards
free rock climbing in the vicinity. This action would considerably enhance the
already varied climbing on superb rock with little other gear in place.
Calotte de Rochefort (3981m), N Face Direct It is interesting to note good
first ascents of relatively little difficulty are still to be found in this range. This
generally mixed climb in a remote situation takes the Calotte Direct (400m AD).
First ascent J. M. Asselin, P. Gabarrou, A. Long and Ph. Silvy, 14 April 1984.

Follow route lOb in the English Guide (Vol II) to the foot of the broad couloir
leading on to the central spur at approximately one third height. Climb the L side
of the couloir and, near the top, slant leftwards via a ramp/couloir line beneath a
rocky barrier, until it is possible to break through this barrier by mixed climbing
towards its upper L-hand end. Climb straight up through the Calotte to the
summit.
Grandes Jorasses, N Face, Croz Spur The German Direct Route up the
crest of the Croz Spur was climbed by Mark Miller and Sean Smith on or about
the 20-21 July 1984. They found the route long, hard and serious, completing the
climb in 18h with one bivouac. A grading of ED is recommended.

The initial couloir was climbed to the gap behind the first tower. From here the
climb took place either on the crest of the spur or slightly to the right, the first two
pitches being iced and meriting Scottish V. Above, EB type footwear was used
throughout. The pitch to gain the small ice-field below the final tower had recently
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collapsed, leaving a difficult aid pitch. Above the ice-field, a steep wall was
climbed for five pitches (sections of VI and AI) to reach a small tower below the
crest of the spur. Four or five pitches up cracks and grooves (sections ofVI) led to
the top.
AiguiUe de Leschaux, NE Face Direct Route (Gogna/Rava) This was
climbed by Mark Miller and Sean Smith on IS July 1984 in approximately 18h,
hut to hut (2nd recorded ascent). They climbed the easy introductory ice-field to
reach the mixed section of broken rock by dawn. This was loose and dangerous
but relatively easy and probably contains the pitches ofIV, IV + mentioned in the
description to the start of the Cassin Route. After reaching the terrace where the
Direct deviates from the Original Cassin Route, the English Guidebook
description is correct. The pitches, as described, are rather short and can be
safely run together, thus avoiding belays in etriers. The route was climbed
almost free in EB type footwear despite the drizzle and the A2 slab could probably
be free climbed in dry conditions. Although some sections of the climb are loose,
they feel there is nothing too outrageous. The grading remains ED.
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Aiguille de Leschaux, NE Face A difficult rock route was created here this
summer to the right of the Cassin route (see topo). Whilst the actual climbing
took place on generally sound granite, there are obvious rockfall scars and the
route is threatened by large poised blocks and sharp flakes especially in the upper
section.
Idiot Wind 750m ED/ED+

John Silvester and Chris Dale, 2 August 1984: First ascent.
Begin as for the Cassin route and climb the initial easy ice slope to gain a small

ice-field. Climb the corner above, then trend up and leftwards along an easy ledge
line until about SOm to the right of the Cassin route (all this section was climbed
unroped). The difficult climbing now begins. Climb a steep orange diedre system
with a white corner high up on the pitch (4Sm VI). Continue up the corner to
belay beside a large detached flake (4Sm VI). Traverse R until another diedre
system is reached and continue up this (4Sm V). Climb a steep overhang on the
left to gain the continuation diedre and belay below a finger-like flake at an
overhang (45m VI). Climb around the overhang on the R and then move L to a
large flake. Continue to a small ledge and poor belay (take care on this pitch with
occasional loose blocks) 30m VI. Continue up the same line ofcracked grooves to
a large ledge (40m VI). Climb the corner and belay at a foothold stance on the
art~te, overlooking the Cassin route (20m VI). Climb up to a blocky overhang and
using holds over the top move L along the lip of the overhang to a corner (crux
VIe). Up this to a roof and move L along a slender hanging gangway to make a
sensational exit over the final overhang (4Sm VI). Continue up the wall to meet
the NW arete (40m IV+). Easily up the arete to the top. Eight hours from the
Bergschrund. The Cassin route was then abseiled to regain the ice equipment. No
pitons were placed and the route was climbed entirely free.
Petite Aiguille de Talefre NE Couloir Two climbs were made on the NE face
of the Petite Aiguille in 1978.

Simon Richardson made the first solo ascent, in October 1984, of the left hand
or Badier-Bourges route. Conditions were not good and some pitches were
backroped. 4S0m TD- 6h (although 4h would be a more accurate estimate under
better conditions).

Start just to the R of the wide couloir between the Grande and Petite Aiguille de
Talefre. Three pitches on ice lead to a further three on steep mixed ground to
where the couloir veers round to the R. More mixed climbing leads to a rocky
cirque. A steep rock pitch (IV+) gives access to a small cornice and the summit
ridge.

Descent: It is easiest to follow the W ridge to Pte. Sup. de Pierre Joseph and
descend the NNE couloir (AD; snow slopes and mixed ground) to the Talefre
Glacier. About Ih.
Petit Dru, NE Couloir The following comments apply to the present English
guidebook description.

The lower couloir can be climbed in six long pitches. Th'e Nomine Crack is well
pegged although few other pegs are in place on the route. Above the crack the
traverse is best described as follows:

Slant up and R across a steep wall ofblocks and loose flakes for one long pitch of
difficult mixed climbing (V and V+ when iced). An apparent traverse line ISm
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below the belay and leading around the steep side wall of the couloir is far too low.
Climb a further mixed pitch straight up to the base of a chimney/gully line (IV +
and V). Climb the icy chimney to the base ofa yellow curving crack (V) where it is
possible to make an exposed traverse R. Traverse R (Ill) for IOm then climb
diagonally rightwards behind a large detached flake for a further ISm before
moving down to the R (abseil possible) to gain the start of the upper couloir.·
Follow this for six full rope lengths (good spike belays) to the end of the
difficulties from where a further I Y2 rope lengths of easier climbing leads to the
breche.

Pennine Alps
Weisshorn, E Face Direct 1000m D+ G. Bonfanti and R. Quagliotto,
12]ulyI983.

A fine line under cold and snowy conditions which provides a major new ice
climb at a reasonable standard. The central spur was gained directly via a couloir
(some stonefall danger) just to the L of its base. The spur was then climbed
throughout (7h).

Northern Spain
The Picos de Europa is now thought to be Spain's most rapidly developing high
standard rock climbing area. Many new ascents take place, not only on the
traditional mountain faces, but also on the vast and easily accessible areas of rock
that rise above the valley roads on the approaches to the mountain area.
Considerable activity has recently taken place in the spectacular Hermida Gorge,
north ofPotes.

Over the massif the rock is incredibly variable, from the rough compact
limestone of 'Verdun Gorge' quality to some that could only be termed atrocious.
Natural protection can often be very poor especially when climbing on the large
slabs fissured by Canalizos, waterworn flutings that generally reject nuts and
Friends.

It is worth noting in the Picos that the weather can often appear worse in the
valley than is actually the case. Extensive mist and cloud often rolls in from the
sea, filling the higher valleys with a gentle drizzle but allowing the persevering
climber to ascend through this to sun drenched peaks.

The town ofPotes offers the best source of information. 1:50,000 and 1:25,000
maps are readily available there and are far cheaper and ofa far superior quality to
anything available in Britain. All the maps are inaccurate and this is worth
bearing in mind when high camping. Water is very difficult to obtain except near
to huts and Fuente marked on maps are almost impossible to find.

A one-volume Spanish guidebook containing written descriptions, topos and
photographs was published in 1980. It was very soon both out of date and out of
print. A forthcoming guide is apparently in preparation - a three-volume edition
is envisaged, though no definitive guide is likely to be produced. Robin Walker, a
British climber currently resident in Oviedo, is collecting material for a
forthcoming English language guidebook.

The 1983 West Col Guidebook provides an admirable starting point for
information on what is available in various parts of the Massif and how best to
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reach these areas. Even so it appears to have a number of inaccuracies. Criticism
has also been levied on the exaggeration of quality with regard to various peaks
and the inaccurate highlighting of relative worth when describing certain
summits and climbing routes. For example, the rock on the Pico de Los Cabrones
is extremely poor and the mountain is hardly ever frequented by Spanish
climbers. As far as actual rock climbing is concerned the book is thought to be of
little practical value.

The pride ofplace is undoubtedly the Naranjo de Bulnes with superb routes on
excellent limestone. A small crowded alpine hut below the W face is usually
surrounded by 20 or more tents in summer and the immediate vicinity has good
man-made bivi sites beneath large boulders. By far the best and easiest approach
is from the village of Sotres. Many of the great mixed routes on the 400m W face
have now been ascended entirely free or with minimal aid (a topo of the classic
Rabada-Navarro route appears in AJ 87 217). Tim }epson who climbed in the
area during the summer of 1984 recommends the Martinez-Somoano route on the
E face as one of the best HVS climbs he has done. There are 11 continuously
excellent pitches on first rate limestone up to a maximum of British SA (see
accompanying Topo).

Second only to the Naranjo, the Pena Santa de Castilla provides yet more fine
routes on perfect rock. This is especially true of the vast S face where recently two
hard free routes have been added to the upper wall. }epson especially
recommends the Original Route Direct (1947, IV+) and understands that the
main ridge traverse is supposed to be very good indeed, with no pitch above
Grade V.
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